
Creating your own variegated upper surfaces masks 
 

As aftermarket variegated masks do not exist, create your own: 
1. I have already done the math on this subject. Simply blow up at your 

local Staples store the desired camouflage scheme provided on, in the 
case of the CF-5A I am reproducing, on page 22, provided by Kinetic, by 
180% on sufficiently large paper (get help from their experts); get them 
to make two copies of each sheet 

2. Use a paper trimmer to correctly, well, trim each sheet, then align 
properly; use cellophane tape (front and back) to secure in place; you will 
end up with the 1:48 scale (11.87") of the actual model. Cut into three 
sections: port, starboard, and top. Use a glue stick to secure each section 
on very thin cardboard; photocopy each section on Avery removable 
white full sheet label (product ID: 06503). Cut along camouflage lines.  

3. Extend each camouflage outline by at least 1" so that, once cut up, these 
masks will either extend over the wing edges or overlap at the 
wing/fuselage joints, just like the commercially available masks do. Avery 
low-adhesive label sheets are designed to be removed easily, and will 
leave no residue once removed. Mask the base upper surfaces. Seal 
generously with Future wax. Label each cut-off mask with a number, so 
you know which goes where. 

 

 
 

This is a photograph of the actual 11.87" blown-up template; below: actual 
Avery masks ready to be cut; not perfect images, but you get the concept. 

 

These masks were created from flat surfaces. You will have to build in 
"extensions" to accommodate for 3D dimensions; however, you will need to 
add masking where, because of the two-dimensional nature of the flat masks, 
be creative to fill in the (at time) large gaps. Hence, the necessity for overlaps.  



 
Numbered port fuselage masks (3 masks): the actual ready to-be-cut-up Avery 
masks; three sections, showing in yellow between the construction lines the 
"extensions" that will be part of the masks, which will be trimmed once the 

masks are applied to the model so the masks will be seamlessly joined together 
 

 

Amputated tail plane sections from drawings above: see "4" and "8" below: 

 
Left: "8"; right: "4"; I skipped "9". Below: masks for wings/stabilizers/elevators: 
wingtip tanks: starboard: "10"; port: "14" and "15"; stabilizers/elevators: 
starboard: "16" and partial "17"; port: "18"; wings: starboard: "11"; port: "13"; 

upper fuselage: "12" 



 
 

Below: one sample (5) of a cut-up mask 



 
 

Fun and games: 
You will have, throughout the process, to visually translate from 2D to 3D, as 

well as experiment. Arts & Crafts 202! 
 

Trim each mask to a manageable "overlap" size, first with scissors, then X-Acto 
knife with a fresh blade. Trim some more as you apply each section, so they 
mesh properly. Create masks to fill in the gaps. Use Future wax to adhere these 
overlaps to the model; the recalcitrant "curling" ends can be secured on it with 
Future wax, and/or scotch tape/staple gun (just kidding!). Did I mention scotch 
tape? To remove Avery masks backing, cut through overlap portion with said X-
Acto knife only enough to be able to release the backing film. Use said X-Acto 
knife to release backing film. I am not going into details here, as pictures are 
worth 1 000 words. Just use your imagination; consult the photographs below: 

 
Starboard 



 
Port 

 
Top 



 
Bottom 

 

Before dull coating: mask wing lights again, mask 
cockpit, . After dull coat, install gun sight, windscreen 

and canopy.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Create your own "concrete" tarmac/dispersal area 
 

 

Excellent depictions of RCAF tarmac/dispersal area. 
Above: Laurence Sianchuk flew this CT114 Tutor as well 

 
 
 



Quote from Laurence Sianchuk: "I flew CT141 Tutor several time while in Moose 
Jaw (Canadian Forces Base Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan, Canada).  Specific dates 

were 29 Jun 73 (twice), 31 Dec 73, 29 Aug 74, 9 Jul 75, 15 Aug 75, 19 Aug 75 and 
23 Oct 75.  I like this photo as it is the exact paint job that I always flew.  You can 

see the newer paint job (grey) on the adjacent bird and somewhere after 2002, the 
Canadian Air Force also reverted to the old RCAF logo, which you can see on 

most internet photos taken in the 2000s. 
 

Of note, for 141, one of the trips was a formation trip, always exciting with a basic 
student with no awareness of mortality!? On the others, I was usually doing 

student testing as it was towards the end of my time in Moose Jaw and I had 
moved into Standards.  All of the trips except one were local; that one was a 

round robin to Saskatoon and back, a student instrument flight test. This would 
have been a tacan to a low approach only in Saskatoon, an overshoot, climb out 

and cruise back to Moose Jaw for a radar approach.  The student never got to see 

the light of day as he would have been under the bag for the whole trip (one hour) 
until I took control for the final landing. 

 
I looked up the photo again on Google and found that it was, apparently, taken in 

Winnipeg in 2002, which makes sense to me as there are PMQs in the 

background.  I believe I have parked in that same spot myself several times, most 
noteworthy, on my way to Europe with eleven Starfighters in July 1981. There was 

a huge shower as we landed and the water got to be ankle deep for a few 
minutes. The ramp, however, is well drained and it was all gone by the time we 

started up again. 
 

Attached is a photo of the flight line in MJ as it used to be.  There were about a 
hundred Tutors on that flight line on any given day!  When you walked out for a 

trip at about nine or so, most of one row would be gone...where were they?...they 
were all doing aerobatics and stalls on the 180 degree radial at 30 miles...look out 

was a very important part of any trip!...:-)" 
 

Use 100 grit grey 9" x 11" sandpaper sheets. Cut these up to 9" x 9", using a 
paper cutter, for more symmetrical coverage (I do). Generously use a 1" wide 
glue stick on your base. Position each piece of sandpaper at a 20 degree or so 
angle. Make sure the seams are tight, but not overlapping. Press hard to secure. 
Trim off excess sandpaper with an X-acto blade. Use a pointy owl punch to 
scribe the expansion joints; you will have to sharpen its point with a rotary 
grinder as required. Spray paint with the desired color, and let dry. Finish the 
expansion joints with a regular lead pencil, sharpening it very often; use a 
household paint brush on the penciled joints; this will result in a fairly 
prototypical result. Tire marks, oil stains (when the base is used for propeller-
driven aircraft) can be applied. CA figurines, oil drums, … in place, if you like.  

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Display case 
 

All the display cases I use are custom produced to dimension specifications for 
each model by Mark Whittaker of the Montreal Aviation Museum; a true artist. 
Attach felt pads to the four corners of the underneath surface of the base. 

 

 
 

 



Carrying Foam Insert 
 

Since this model is being carried by the recipient from Montreal to Ottawa 
(Canada), I cut off a 2" thick soft foam to fit inside the display case. Then, I made 
proper cavities to accommodate the nose and main landing gears and the 
centreline fuel tank. Once the model sits on this piece of foam, I made a 
"compression" foam part to secure the model vertically. Tedious, but necessary. 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

Conclusion: O Joy!: 
this kit is NOT for the faint of heart 

 

Despite the fact some earlier kits provided two port wingtip "peanut" tanks 
instead of one port and one starboard (!!!), and notwithstanding the ill-fitting 
leading edge flaps, the mystery of the location where to drill the hole for the 
forward re-fueling probe tab, the foibles of the engine air intakes, and the need 
to spread the rearmost forward fuselage ends (and these errors are just but a 
few), this kit (with the aid of aftermarket components) provides the perseverant 
and creative builder a decent 1:48 rendition of the CF-5A. For now, it is the only 
game in town. Being so, perhaps Kinetic should remedy these issues, lest 
another manufacturer jumps in; better yet, a well-engineered 1:32 scale 
rendition should be made available, other than the ancient (1979) 1:32 
Hasegawa F-5E kit (also released by Revell Germany) and the F-5A Belcher 
conversion kit, if you can find it. "Creative model building skills required" should 
be posted boldly on the box, and would still be an understatement at best. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Gallery 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 

This wonderful display case was produced by Mark Whittaker, of the Montreal 
Aviation Museum 



 

Photography set-up for dispersal/tarmac and backdrop 
 

The exquisite backdrop is the creation of W. Mark Roe; photographed by 
Mark at the Gatineau-Ottawa Executive Airport (Quebec, Canada) 

 
For more information on the CF-116: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canadair_CF-5 
 

 

 
 

 



 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 



 
 

The above four photographs taken by 
Laurence Sianchuk at CFB Cold Lake, Alberta 

(Canada), spring 1976 
 

 
 

Laurence Sianchuk, 
gracious co-host of the 

October 28, 2018 
Canadian Starfighter 

Association event held 
at the Montreal 

Aviation Museum. Yes, 
Laurence flew CF-104s 
(417 Squadron); refer 
to photograph below: 

 
 

 
 

 



 
 

Major Laurence Sianchuk, CF-104 Operational Training, 417 Squadron,  
CFB Cold Lake, Alberta (Canada), circa autumn 1982 

 
 



 
 

Laurence Sianchuk (Major, RCAF, Ret.), with his model, at his home. It is him in 
the photograph displayed on his computer screen, in front of his CF-5A 

 

 


